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INTRODUCTION

Composition(s) in the New Liberal Arts brings a diverse group of scholars
together to discuss how composition studies should evolve in the context
of ongoing changes related to higher education. These changes include
new shifts in student demographics, increasing demands for accountability in educational outcomes, continuing expectations that a university education will lead to a good job, questions about the utility of composition,
and more. Such commonly cited changes have been occurring for quite
some time, creating the necessity for compositionists to continually reevaluate their approaches to writing instruction. Indeed, the narrative of

the field has moved far into the rising action into what is arguably the climax. There could not be a better indication that the field of composition
studies has arrived at a crucial moment than the dramatic title of David W.
Smit's persuasive book, The End of Composition Studies. Contrary to the
title, however, the editors of this volume believe that composition studies
has not reached an end, but rather has entered an exciting period of change
with opportunities to consider new places and purposes for writing
instruction.
The complications in the field's narrative plotline, complications that
lead to pessimism about composition studies, are seeming contradictions
between the realities of the always changing scene of higher education and
our educationa:1 ideals. As teachers of writing and rhetoric, these ideals are
often expressed through various visions of what a liberal arts education
should be and the place within that scheme that writing instruction should
occupy. Contributors to this volume articulate what they value from the libVII
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THE VERTICAL WRITING
CURRICULUM
The Necessary Core
of Liberal Arts I;ducation

Sandra Jamieson

My question in this chapter-one that I have struggled with for a long
time-is why do teachers of writing adopt similar literacy goals and pedago-'
gies at very diHerent kinds of institutions and with very different student
populations? Many people reading this question will find it at best troubling. Am I proposing the teaching of different degrees of literacy to Students at different kinds of institutions? Such an idea smells of the elitism the
discipline of composition long ago rejected; however, when weI rejected (at
1My concern in this chapter is the influence of context, and I use the word we to indicate my
membership in multiple, and sometimes conflicting, communities and discourses. I am a mem-

ber of the discipline of composition and I consider myself a theorist. This first "we" includes
others who self-identify in this way. But I am also a practitioner who has not entirely escaped
the ideological inscription of my discipline or the larger culture. The second "we," then,
includes others whose p~actice is similar to mine and signals my complicity in the practices and
attitudes I discuss. As a teacher in a small liberal artS college, I am also aware that one of the
locations from which I speak is elitist and privileged, and this third location is marked by a
"we" that includes other liberal arts faculty who mayor may not inhabit the first twO contexts.
It is the impact of this shifting and highly contextualized identity and our membership in multiple and sometimes conflicting discourse communities that shapes this discussion and prompts
the question that begins this chapter.
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least in theory) the notion that we might teach different degrees of literacy
to different populations of students, we also seem to have rejected any substantial suppOrt for teaching different kinds of literacy. Or for shapino- literacy instruction in response to -local context. (One could argue that ;riting
in the disciplines is context-specific; however, actually it is course-specific
but not significantly influenced by the kind of college in which that course
is located.)
To ignore location is to reinforce the fantasy of equality that pretends
the education at a community college is the same as that at an ivy league university. To perceive the difference between such institutions as one of decrree
rather than kind, is to deny the basic realiry of higher education and to l:ave
our students ill equipped to understand the hierarchy in which they are
placed. I am concerned that although many of us teach students the importance of location-emphasizing the role of audience and purpose and the
need for writers to be flexible, and to modify their texts for different situations, contexts, and discourse communities-we do not do the same thinO'
b
ourselves. Composition teachers and program directors assess the skill level
of our students and modify the content of our courses, and sometimes even
our pedagogy. We identify desired ((outputs" of our courses, develop outcomes documents and program goals, and modify the ('inputs" of our courses and pedagogies accordingly. But as we think about how best to achieve
the desired 'c outputs,"
I believe that we spend insufficient time considerino-b
.
our own 1ocatIon in the larger context and institution in which we teach.
Only in the last decade have scholars begun seriously articulating the
ways that the differences between small and large colleges and universities
determine how writing" experts" and programs will be constructed. Those
articulations are essential to our discipline and the ways we design programs
and prepare writing program administrators (WPAs) and composition teachers, as teachers at small colleges have argued so persuasively (see Amorose
1998,2000; DelliCarpini 2000a, 2000b, 2002; Hanstedt; Jamieson; Janseth;
and Moon). But these discussions have yet to produce serious en"a"ement
.hth
bb
WIt
e acrual content of writing Courses and their institutional function.
What is the difference between a composition course taught in a smallliberal arts college and one taught in a large technical college? Should there be a
difference? What should determine any differences that teachers designing
courses at those institutions believe to be appropriate? What, in other words,
is the interaction between the composition program and the community
within which it exists? And what is the effect of this interaction on the students in those programs?
As histories of the field show, although cOmpOSitIOn theorists have
argued a lot about why composition programs and courses exist, who does

I
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and should benefit from them, and how, there have been few substantive
changes in the essence of the course generally known as "First Year Comp"
(FYC) since the first American college composition course (Berlin,
Crowley, Miller). Since that time, scholars and practitioners have learned a
lot about how to teach writing, and have gained a deeper understanding of
the writing process, indeed, of writing as a process. There have been arguments about the appropriate political, social, and aesthetic role and content
of FYC and movement from one theoretical base to another in what most
of us r:cognize as some form of progress. Yet today, although there are a
plethora of theories about t~e teaching of writing and the acquisition ~f
advanced literacy skills, there is a surprising uniformity in the way FYC IS
taught and in the status of those who teach it. Although we might expect this
of a so-called content course-there seems to be agreement about what
should be included in, say, an introduction to chemistry or an economics
course-we might expect less uniformity in a purely skills-based course: A
course whose content is the acquisition of skills and practical knowledge.
The move by the National Council of Writing Program Administrators
(WPA) to produce a set of "outcomes" for FYC would seem to reinforce the
importance of uniformity, even as local programs are encouraged to modify
the outcomes document rather than slavishly adopt it. As in the case of textbooks, however, the difference is in degree, not kind. The general emphases
of the document are reinforced if it is simply "modified." As a discipline, we
may (perhaps) recognize that one size does not fit all, but we seem to have
embraced the notion that one style will fit all. Yet, as with any fashionable
outfit, instruction bought "off the rack" will tend to fit the model much better than the average consumer, so even the new focus on student-as-customer does not explain our refusal to engage with the implications of location and context. The fact that FYC has become the most outsourced course
in the university does, of course, playa role in this move to uniformity of
standard and content (and should also give the lie to the argument that all
decisions are consumer-driven rather than in the interests of the corporation
controlling the finances). The reasons for this development and its consequences have been ably explored elsewhere (see collections edited by Schell
1997,2000; and by Bousquet et al.), but I believe they need to be acknowledged whenever we consider the current state of the discipline. This is especially the case when we investigate the implications of one kind of college
adoptinrr the practices of a very different kind. Composition developed into
the fiellor discipline we recognize today in large research universities with
a large adjunct and graduate student labor pool. As other kinds of schools
adopt basic program and course design from those institutions, they run.the
risk of also inheriting the lack of respect that leads to such outsourCIng.
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Some o~ u.s have learned this lesson the hard way (see Jamieson, 3-4), but I
belIeve. It 1~ possIble to rethink writing instruction on a local level in ways
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based writing texts, each designed to appeal to the largest possible audience

and to normalize difference into categories based on ability. It has also normalized the wide-scale dependence on contingent faculty and, perhaps, the

th;t br~ng It back to t~~ center of instruction and so to a status that requires

a rull-tIme, fully qualifIed, and fully compensated professoriate.
. Recent discussions of the role of writing in small colleges have confIrmed what many of us already know: in many small colleges there is no

outsourcing of instruction to other colleges, programs, computer software,

and the like. But more important than that, in my opinion, is the fact that it
has lulled us into a sense that location does not matter: a sense that the latest theory of composing will work in all situations or not at all. A sense that,
postmodern protestations aside, there is a generalizable truth about composition and composition instruction, and we theorists can find it.
Experienced practitioners often instinctively know to resist this kind of
generalization, but therefore too often resist all theory alon~ with it, falling

Writing Program Administrator, and there is no program as such that needs
to be ~drninistered .. Yet there is first year composition. It might occur as part
of a fIrst-year semmar or some other form of orientation to collecre" as an
. 1
b ,
Optl~na course, recommended for those with weaker writing skills but not
reqUIred of all; or as part of a general education program. Sometimes it is
provided through the writing center, or even as a writincr-across-the. I
b
curncu urn (WAC) seminar. Sometimes there are junior-level courses as

back on the kind of "teacher lore" Stephen North has descnbed (1987). Yet
although I agree with North's analysis of the problems of a dependence on

well, but the course is generally something required of students in their first

untheorized "lore," such resistance makes sense. Those who do not teach at
the research universities that are the home to most theorists, know that what
might work with 15 students per section and a two section teaching load is

year at the college and no more. It is a skills course, generally separated from

the rest of the curriculum even when it is taught by full-time faculty of the
college rather than part-time faculty. With a few notable exceptions, this is

less possible when the teacher has five sections of 25 to 35 students. They

also the case for writing in that variety of small schools known as liberal arts

know, in other words, that even on this very basic level, specific local con-

colleges as well. Even when there is widespread buy-in to the notion of the
importance of writing as part of a liberal arts education and of full-time faculty teaching it, most people can point to the specific courses that "teach

ditions cannot be ignored. They know on a deeper level that the expectations
of the students in those small classes are also different, that the values deter-

writing" and therefore should have already tauo-ht writino- to students who

in the btheories may be different as well. In other words, the experience of
difference has informed both their practice and their response to the practice
of others, and those of us in the process of developing grand theories would
do well to listen to this understanding of the significance of location and
incorporate it into our work. The hierarchy that has dev~oped as a r~sult of

mininer institutional decisions are different, and that the values carried with-

are still not suitably proficient. Until recently,b one could predict that the
more selective the college, the less likely it was to have created a space for
the teaching of general writing skills. Although this is changing, too many of
the colleges that decided early to consciously teach writing simply adopted
the model developed at larger research or state schools without explorino-

the theory-practice split carries with it the risk of forgettmg the relattonship
between theory and practice, and as others have pointed out, when theorists
spend most of their time theorizing and teachers spend most of their time
teaching, each side becomes impoverished.

whether the teaching of writing in the liberal arts context should be any dif~
ferent. Now, as lib.eral arts colleges are beginning to hire WPAs and design
:vntlng program.s, l.t IS time to consider what those programs might look like
If they do not mImIC those at the research universities where most composition theorists were trained.
It is my contention that by failing to consider the role of cqntext and
location, teachers of writing fail to fully engage with their students or the

Failure to even acknowledge local difference reduces the likelihood of
practitioners trying to translate theory to their local circu~stances-indeed,
it seems to deny the value of such an endeavor at all. ThIS leaves teachers

who do have the desire to theorize their practice lacking a theory with which
to meaningfully do so. And this too often translates into a lack of patience
with theory, which theorists too often interpret as the "fault" of the teacher
rather than the theory. This complacency is dangerous for our discipline and

institutions within which they work. I do not believe that "one size fits all"
in ~erms of assignments, textbooks, pedagogy, curricula design, program
deSIgn, or teacher training. Indeed, I think the dominance within the discipline of theorists and practitioners housed in larger primarily research universities has caused problems for our discipline, those who teach in it, and

those who learn from it. This dominance has made possible the development
of sweeping pedagogical theories and led to the production of even broader-

detrimental to our students; it leads to a simplistic notion of what it means
to "teach writing," and too often to a depersonalized practice where the

I

agenda of the textbook and other apparatus supercede the mission of the
college and the particularity of the students.
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Failure to acknowledge local differences and the significance of locational context is problematic for another reason as welL If we believe that
our role as writing teachers is not just to teach skills but also to provide our
students with a tool they can use to make meaning as well as record it, to
understand themselves more deeply as well as articulate themselves more
fully, we need to start where they are, not just in terms of their ability but
also in the context of the ideology at the base of the college they attend.
Neither we nor they may think much about that ideology, but to fail to
engage with it is to leave OUf students subject to it rather than giving them
the tools to become agents and thus, perhaps, to deny them one of the most
important products of literacy. When we begin to think about how we can
teac? compos.ition within the context of specific locations, we also begin to
rethink what 15 at stake when we teach composition in general and the ways
our pedagogy interpellates specific kinds of students.

EXPLORING COLLEGE MISSIONS
A brief review of mission statements from a variety of locations reveals several kinds of educational purpose and underlying ideology of the role of
educatIOn and of educated citizens. In its accepted definition, the college
mission statement is a succinct articulation of goals and values. Sometimes
these statements take the form of a statement of the (allegedly) shared
beliefs that guide decisions; sometimes they simply offer descriptions of
v:~at ~e assume to b~ practice; and sometimes they offer definitions of speCIfIc kinds of educatIOn and educational goals, and then offer examples of
how the institution achieves those goals. If administrators and faculty really do use the mission statement to guide policy and curricular decisions, the
result will be a strong reinforcement of the values embedded in those stateme.nts. Even if these documents do not overtly guide practice, they still
artIculate the general ideology of the institution and therefore provide and
produce local context. They also determine who will attend and graduate
from the institution in question.
While in the case of the wealthy the decision to attend a specific institution will be limited only by academic ability (and not always that in the
case of legacy and other special categories of applicants), in most cases the
only real option available is the local college, at best leaving students to
select from those within the state that offer affordable education for state
residents. Where students have such choice, the kind of college they select
WIll be the kind that they believe will best meet their needs and desires-
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those whose mission statements and stated ideologies best match the educational and life goals of the students. They may never read the mission
statement, but it will nonetheless determine their choice through the way it
pervades the curriculum, campus life, and even the design and spatial geography of the campus. And, of course, these things determine what people
say about a college, both its own rhetoric and the comments of guidance
counselors, employees, and state residents whose voices help students to
select among colleges. Once students select a college, its overt and embedded perception of their needs and desires will ~ be reinforced and even if
these were not the initial needs and desires, they will soon become inscribed
in the students (or the students will transfer to another school or quit).
Where there is less or no choice, students are more likely to be interpellated by the values of the school they attend because they are less likely to be
aware of those values.
We micrht expect to fmd quite specific subjects being interpellated by
relio-ious c~lleges, whose mission statements tend to emphasize a curriculu; infused with religious values, although the impact of these values is far
more complex than some have assumed. If writing courses are to serve the
mission of such colleges, they need to work from within that mission in
some way, although this does not generally require the teacher to reinforce
the belief structure of the college. The common emphasis on issues of social
justice and truth, for example, provide opportunity for many religious and
nonrelio-ious teachers to design writing courses that help to make these values visible in text and practice. An emphasis on community and working
with others lends itself to collaboration and peer review. The challenge for
the writing course in such colleges is to find a way to show its valu.~ to the
larger mission of the college as well as to general education. Thi:: work
exploring the role of composition in religious colleges is important and
overdue, and is already producing stimulating discussion.
In contrast, it should be no surprise that the mission statements of state
and community colleges tend to offer a more directly functional definition
of purpose, and therefore a less visible but no less powerful ideology. They
tend to focus on «life-long learning,» professional preparation, and the economic needs of the region and the state. Whether the mission is "to provide
students the knowledge and skills needed for full, constructive lives in a rapidly chano-ing and increasingly global environment" (Macon State College)2
or to "ad~ance the life-long educational development of students consistent
quotations from mission statements are taken from the Web Site of the respective col~ege
in Fali2003 or Spring 2004. URLs and specific dates of viewing are included in the Works Clted
section.
2 All
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with their needs, interests, and abilities while strengthening the economic,

social, and cultural life of its diverse community" (Central Piedmont
Community College), we see a very different emphasis from that of the religious or liberal arts college. Likewise, research universities tend, not surprisingly, to focus on '~student-centered research" and professional development. The writing curriculum of a college that aims to prepare students for

"constructive" lives within the local area should inevitably take a different
form than that at a college whose goal is to prepare students for professional lives without regard to geography. The former school, in some way or
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audiences and if we teach students to see themselves as contextualized writers they ";i11 also learn to see themselves in relation to their con:e~ts and in
comparison to other contexts. They will learn to do what the mlSSlon statements of the school promises, but also to be conscious of that local context

and therefore open to other possibilities should their "needs and desires"
change.

THE PROMISE OF THE LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE

another, acts as "an educational broker to meet the needs of business and
industry and to provide opportunities for all persons within its service area

to live self-fulfilling and productive lives" (Dalton State College) even if it
does not say so directly. The research university, on the other hand, offers

preparation and professional training that will serve the needs of the student
first-law, medicine, business-and "the state and the nation" secondarily

The liberal arts in general and liberal artS colleges in particular promise a
very specific kind of education that emphasizes both ~readth and depth and
promises personal as well as intellectual growth. By lmplicatlon, then, per-

and indirectly~ Such an education is not rooted in the local area, or in any

sonal and intellectual <Trowth must be among the perceIved needs and deSIres
of students who purs~e such an education. We can look at the mission state-

geographical area, emphasizing instead the professional and personal mobil-

ments of pretty much any liberal arts college to hear a repetition of these key

ity necessary for its students to reach professional heights. Literacy educa-

words even if the students who select those colleges cannot repeat them.
Sometimes those definitions are the same word for word.3 Perhaps from this
we mi<Tht conclude that there is general agreement about the "traditional
aims" ~f the liberal artS college; however, according to the Association of
American Colle~es and Universities (AAC&U), those aims are by no means

tion whose aim is to help students live fulfilling personal lives is not the same
as literacy education that will further professional careers, and that is also
not the same as literacy education that will serve leaders who act on their
environments rather than reacting or finding their actions constrained.

Each of these types of school will generally have a required first-year
writing course or sequence, and students in that course might even be

assigned the same textbook, handbook, and educational software as at different schools; however, the writing the students are doing-or not doingin their other classes, and the design of those classes will in some way reflect
the mission of the college. If those other courses are designed to meet the

needs and desires of the students as they are articulated in the college mission statement, they will also reinforce those needs and desires, reinscribing
them both in what is offered as well as in what is not. Writing courses
designed to look the same as everyone else's and achieve the same basic uni-

formity of skills will leave this subject position unexplored and therefore
strengthened. On the other hand, those designed to unquestioningly repro-

duce the values and attitudes (and desired outcomes) of the school, will also
reinforce them, helping to produce students who are noncontroversial unified subjects ready to articulate those needs and desires as their own.

fixed. In an AAC&U publication, Contemporary Understandings of Liberal
Education, Schneider and Shoenberg trace the impact of what they describe

as a "period of transformative change" in American higher educat~on. They
arrue that in response to the conflicts between public and instituuonal perce~tions of the work of colleges and universities, the changing nature of the
workplace, the impact of emerging technologie~, an~. our broader sens.e of
our place in the global economy, colleges and umversltles have been rethlnk-

ing "their methods, while remaining true to their purposes" (1). Within the

liberal artS college, the report finds that these reforms promote "~ays of
approaching knowledge that expand imaginative horizons,. develop Intellectual powers and judgment, and instill in students the capaCIty. and resolve .to

exercise leadership and responsibility in multiple spheres of hfe, both SOCIetal and vocational" (4). The report identifies specific learning goals developing from such reform: the newly defined colleges will help students "acqUlre
intellectual skills/capacities, ... understand multiple modes of mqUlry and

I do not believe it is the job of the writing teacher to modify the ideology of students or to create them according to our own values. Our job is to

teach the skills of advanced literacy; however, within those skills is the need
for writers to be aware of themselves, their contexts, and the needs of their

3As is the case with the University of Utah and Sam Houston State University, both of which
contain a college that" embraces the traditional aims of a liberal education: a critical understanding of diverse cultures as expressed in their literature, art, ideas, and values."
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approaches to knowledge, ... develop societal, civic and global knowled~e
... [and] gain self-knowledge and grounded values': adding that within th:
achIevement of these goals, there will also be a "concentration on integration

of learning" (5-7).

We see these values in the mission statements of many liberal arts col-

leges: Hobart and William Smith Colleges inform readers that they are "a
learnlllg. envIronment, globally focused, grounded in the
values of eqli1ty and servIce, developing citizens who will lead in the 21st
centuty"; Mount Holyoke College is "committed to the search for knowledge and the compassionate understanding of humanity and the world ...

student-cente~ed

[and stnvesJ to graduate independent, critical thinkers, who speak and write

powerfully, who are technologically savvy, and who are distinguished by
theIr abIlIty to lead m a complex, pluralistic world"; Bates College "offers a
currIculum and faculty that challenge students to attain intellectual achievements

~nd

to.

~e.velop

powers of critical assessment, analysis, expression,

aesthetIc sens,bIl,ty, and independent thought." Countless other liberal arts
colleges promise the Same emphases. Even where the mission statements are
more descriptive than goal or belief focused, liberal arts colIe<Yes are still
promising something that other colleges do not.
b

T~e sometime~ stated, but always bedrock, mission of these colleges is

to tram tomorrow s leaders. As we can see from the sample mission State-

ments above, studen~s.who graduate from liberal arts colleges have generally spent 4 years reCeIVIng an education that prepares them not for a specific

career or life in a specific geograplIicallocation, but for flexibility and the
powe: to think creatIvely, CrItIcally, and independently, and to communicate

effectIvely: to understand and then act on the world. Whatever flux the colleges may be in with regard to self-articulation, the fact remains that

although a chang~ in the description of how technology is incorporated into

the c~r:Iculum mIg~t Sway one or two applicants to or from a specific coll~ge, It IS what rema~s unchanged that draws students (and their parents) to
!tberal a:ts colleges m~tea~ of large state universities or technical colleges:

prep~ranon for a certam kind of leadership. In considering the impact of the
locanon and context of writing in liberal arts colleO"es then the focus of Our
investigation needs to be not the geographicalloc~ti~n as it must be in the
case of colleges whose missions focus on the needs of the local area but on

the broader social location-this concern for leadership in a global

~ontext.

It IS,n:Y co~tenn:>n th:t colleges that. share such a mission can also usefully
partICIpate m a dISCUSSIOn of appropnate literacy instruction for that shared
context. So we must ask ourselves how writing instruction and composition
.progr:ms-~here these schools have composition programs-serve and
mvesngate thIS stated or unstated mission of the colleO"e
~

.
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For the purposes of this discussion, I do not d~scribe or evaluat~ the
writing programs of specific colleges, Instead, I co~slder the r~l~ of,wnnng
in this kind of liberal arts education as a way to rethink cOmpOSItIOn mstruc-

tion with reference to contextual location. Before I do this, it is helpful to
consider the ways a mission statement and underlying ideology shape cO.ntext by looking at a specific location. The c?rresp~ndence benvec:n the ffilSsion statement and the ideology of a school 1.S not SImply on~ of dlIect trans-

lation. Often the mission is contested or has a low buy-m from faculty;
however, interpretations of that mission still shape muc~ of what hap~ens at

the school and it is essential for those shaping a curnculum, espeCIally a
writino" curriculum to be aware of the impact of this tension.

M; schoo~ Drew University; perfectly reflects ~he identity. c:isis
described by the AAC&U. We do not articulate a strong lIberal arts m~sslOn,
even as we describe ourselves as a liberal arts college. Perhaps more slgrufIcant is the fact that the college does not attract students purely on the b~is

of being a liberal arts college. More studen~ saJ:' that they sel~ct. Drew for Its
geographical location than directly for Its hberal arts mISSIOn. Nestled
amonO"st the trees of an old growth forest, Drew is surrounded by affluent

and s,Joe suburbs, yet is ouly 45 minutes by direct train line from .Manhattan.
After September 11, we saw an increase in students who apphed to Ne;v

York University, Columbia, the College of New Jersey, and Drew and ulTImately selected Drew. Despite this, Drew is nonetheless a perfect example of
the pervasiveness of the liberal arts ideology,. and .regardle:s of theIr ongmal
intention, mOSt of our graduates have been mscnbed by It to some d~gree.

The faculty of the College of Liberal Arts spent from 2~02 to 2004 trymg to
revise our mission statement to reflect both what we belIeve we are and v:hat

we believe we do, but we did not succeed. We simply do not agree. We hired
consultants to help us in this process, and they listened to us and talked. to
alumni and students and told us what we are and how we should descnbe
ourselves, but we do not agree with them either. Fa~ty argue again~t preprofessional programs like business studies and educanon, yet e~phasize ~e
work preparation of academic internships and recently even bnefly c~nsld
ered requiring a professional internship of everyone-even those plannmg to
0"0 to O"raduate school. We also considered requiring a service component,
=lthou:h we rejected as contradictory the notion of requiring students to
volunt~er. We offer courses in business writing, but they Carmot be counted
as elective courses in our writing minor, although journalism courses can.

Many schools can tell a similar story, yet the point of this one is that in
my specific location, these issues were discussed,. but not .resolved, an~ I.do

not think they will ever be resolved. Nor do I think that IS bad. Drew s lIberal arts faculty carmot find the perfect paragraph to descnbe ourselves, and
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to an extent we are pleased with that. We reject simple definitions. The faculty consistently place student needs above their own, whether in hard
~udget years when academic program needs have always trumped salary, or
III th: ways that teaching and service are expected to take up the majority of
our tlme even though scholarship is the second most important component
of tenure and promotion decisions after teaching but before service. And in
this we model a way of being that cannot be simply articulated-or is too
easily reduced to platitudes.
I believe it is these contradictions and acknowledgment of contradiction
that helps to set the local context for us and for our students. They shape our
attl~des and much of our practice, and they therefore shape the subject
pOSitIOns lflto which we call our students. We are concerned with traininlY
leaders who recognize themselves as leaders, but we are also trainino- leader~
who recognize the contradictions and inconsistencies of leadership.oSome of
our classes are lecture classes; some are discussion. In some the students are
~xpected to "subject themselves" to the knowledge that is delivered to them;
m others they are called on to engage in the practice of making meaning. In
some there are examinations and quizzes; in others students create extended
projects, incorporate experiential knowledge, or produce Web sites or
images or music or plays or dances. While some courses focus on deliverinodisciplinary information, there are many interdisciplinary programs, and
students are invited to design special majors incorporating course material
from at lea:t three traditional disciplines and generally culminating in an
?onors :hesls. About half of our students participate in our interdisciplinary
mtematlOnal programs in countries ranging from Ireland and Iceland to
Eritrea and Cuba. About half also participate in internship programs with
local corporations and organizations from publishers to political campaigns,
from the Red Cross to Homeless Solutions, and from the New Jersey
Symphony Orchestra to the Public Defender's office.
. In all of these contradictions and disciplinary differences, both our currIcular and our extracurricular activities call on students to understand and
then act on the world. We do not expect students to be grade-focused or
career-focused-we tell them they will change careers at least three times
anyway so they should try to get as broad-based an education as possible.
(They do tend to be concerned about grades of course, but nowhere nearly
as much as at many other schools.) We expect them to ask for help when
they need It and to help those who need help, employing undergraduate
tutors, wTltlng consultants, peer health educators, and assistants for students
with disabilities. Our Volunteer Resource Center was founded by and is
totally run by students, as is a decade-old secular volunteer program in children's homes in Honduras. Students are big brothers and sisters to middle
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and high school students from inner-city Newark; organize "Read for Life"
programs; and design and perform community service programs through
residence halls, athletic programs, and the more tr~ditional avenues like the
religious life council, Habitat for Humanity, and Circle K.. They design,
administer, and live in academically linked theme houses and special interest
areas in residence halls. Others live in more traditional housing, and we have
the usual share of problems related to alcohol and substance abuse, although
we do not have a Greek system or division one athletics. In other words, our
students receive an educational experience that is full of "ways of approaching knowledge that expand imaginative horizons, develop intellectual powers and judgment, and instill in [them] the capacity and resolve to exercise
leadership and responsibility in multiple spheres of life, both societal and
vocational" (Schneider and Shoenberg, 4)-even if they do not all rise to that
challenge. We expect them to be more ethical than peers at other schools,
more engaged, and more proactive, and surveys and studies suggest that
many are. But we do not expect them all to have the same goals or attitudes
and we celebrate the unconventional in ourselves and our students, even
under intense pressure from trustees to be codified and countable.

THE ROLE OF WRITING INSTRUCTION
IN THE LIBERAL ARTS COllEGE

In this context, I think it is my responsibility to help my students learn to
recognize themselves as leaders with the ability to lead, and also to try to
find ways to make that process of identification visible to them. I believe this
vision of leadership that sees from what Althusser calls "the point of view of
reproduction" (128) is what most teachers of the liberal arts would claim as
their goal, even though it is, as Althusser observes, "extremely hard, not to
say almost impossible, to raise oneself" to the point of view from which one
can see reproduction at work (128). To see from that vantage point allows
one to develop the kind of leadership that acts, but acts reflexively, trying
always to understand the motivation for action and the consequences. This
is the pedagogical context of the liberal arts college, and the challenge for the
writing course that is part of a liberal arts college is to invite students to challenge their practices and attitudes-including the need to challenge and to
see the process of reproduction as it occurs in and through language.
Although this might be a goal of many composition classes, it should be a
primary goal in the liberal arts classroom.
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Because this process of understanding language is itself so dependent on
language, I find it troubling that many liberal arts colleges do not specifically t:ach writing or rhetorical skills, assuming students to already be in posseSSIOn of them upon their arrival at college. Aside from bein<7 based on
error, this practice acrually makes it less likely that srudents will focus on
the workings of language. It also calls them into subject positions that seem
to ope-:a.te outside of language; that appear to transcend ideology and present wntmg and language use as invisible practices obscuring the ways that
i~e~logy resides in those practices. Of course, writing is taught through disclplme-based courses, and many papers are required throughout the student's four years, hut writing itself and through it the written texts that
shape colleges, disciplines, and individuals, tends to remain unexplored.
This practice does !lot help to produce reflexive thinkers, nor does it help
srudents gam any of the learning goals identified by Schneider and
Shoenberg.
In some instirutions, the first-year writing course has been subsumed
into ~he first-year seminar, but this seems to present as many problems as
SOlutlOllS. On the face of it, the purpose of the seminar is to introduce srudents to college life and more specifically the narure of liberal arts inquiry.
Obvio~s.ly, writing is .a part of this process, but as such -as a part-language
and wnung become lIttle more than tools and their real power is obscured.
Writing may be presented as a tool to make meaning as well as to record
meaning, but it is unlikely also to be presented as a tool through which we
might question reproduction. For srudents to "master" this "tool" and learn
how not to be "mastered" by it, they need a course devoted to readino-, writing, and thinking as "attitudes" and "practices." For that, ironically perhaps, I believe they need a first-year writing course. Ideally, that course
would be taken in conjunction with the first year seminar, as is often the
case in programs that emphasize a «first year experience." However, in the
context of the mission statement of the liberal arts curriculum, to try to
"teach writing" in a one-Of-two semester writing sequence makes no sense.
It seems to present writing as a skill to be mastered before the student can
fully plunge into explorations of breadth or depth-an image that most
writing teachers reject and that runs counter to every tenet of liberal arts
education. Such a skills-based approach (even dressed up in challenging
read.mgs and thought-provoking writing assignments, service learning, or
cuttmg-edge technology) separates writing from the intellectual ao-enda of
the liberal arts education.
b
The risk when liberal arts colleges adopt the first-year· composition
mo~el-required or voluntary-is that they also reinforce the preexisting
SOCIal hierarchies of the instirutions from which they borrow the model of
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the course. In those schools (the large research and state universities that
developed the course we know today), some students require writing
instruction while others do not. Literacy skills are thus reinforced as status
markers. When only some students take such a course, its role becomes that
of equalizer through which srudents are then reintroduced into the college
ready to be interpellated as liberal arts college students. Or not. Although
we no lonqer want to conceive of the course as a gatekeeper, it still serves
that functi~n on a concrete level. Students who do not learn the writing
skills required of the college may transfer, or they may accept their lower
place in the hierarchy. If a first-year course is required of all entering srudents, on the other hand, the hierarchy is somewhat challenged-although
only if the students in the course acrually receive writing instruction rather
than beina evaluated on already mastered writing skills. Such a model may
be suffici:nt to address essential literacy needs, but alone it is not sufficient
to allow teachers to teach students to understand the workings of language
and its power to transmit ideology and interpellate subjects. In such a si~
ation, the course can at best simply raise the questions and teach refleXIve
habits of thinking, but that is an important start.
Too often, the required first-year course also separates the writing
teacher from the discipline-based faculty, allowing, among other things, the
increased dependence on contingent labor even in the most elite of schools.
As more and more services are outsourced, the tendency to see writing
instruction as another "service" should make this consequence unsurprising,
but it should give all composition theorists and teachers serious pause about
the ways we characterize what we do. Similarly, those newer writing programs that are part of srudent services rather than academic disciplines
should raise concern. Of course writing instruction serves students, but
instruction in the complexities of statistics and foreign languages also serve
them. Writing programs located in residence halls or student centers may
increase srudent comfort levels, but they should decrease the comfort level
of the discipline of composition because, as others have observed (see
Jurecic), they remove the faculty from the intellecrual heart of the college
and therefore minimize the significance of writing instnlction within the
curriculum. We might call this another form of outsourcing, especially when
the writing faculty are not tenure track.
Compositionists need to ask some serious questions about how we
describe our discipline. If writing instruction in the liberal arts context (or
anywhere else) is not an out-sourceable service, what is it? What role does it
play in the overall educational program of liberal arts srudents? What role
.should it play? Where should it be located instirutionally and intellecrually?
That the majority of outsourcing occurs in the larger schools on which we
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base the FYC model should give us pause. If we continue to copy that model
even Wlth local adaptanon, we will undoubtedly eventually experience its
consequences-some schools already have done so.
As I have said, I do not think the way to respond to these concerns is to
call for the abolition of first-year composition as have others (most notably
Sharon Crowley), nor do I call for old forms of writing across the curriculum or in the disciplines, although at some schools this model has worked
very successfully (see Gottschalk, for example). Instead, I want to encour~ge us to explore ways to clarify and strengthen the role of writing in the
lIves of all U.S. college students. The problem with FYC is not that it doesn't work, but that it doesn't work the same way in different institutional
contexts and locations. Likewise, WAC tied only to disciplinary contexts
and divorced from institutional context ignores the ideological mission of
the rype of college in which it is located. Although one size does not fit all
it is productive to explore whether one size can fit all schools with a simila;
location, albeit ideological or geographical. As part of this larrrer discussion
I will explore the ways that writing instruction can serve the ~eeds of liber~
~l arts sluJe~ts from their first year to their senior year, and I hope that simIlar. exploratlons at other kinds of colleges will produce responses specific to
their l~cal contexts. For the remainder of this chapter, I will discuss one
model ill the hope that it will stimulate some of that further discussion and
local adaptation.
I propose ~t instead o~ offering one or two discrete writing courses,
the most appropnate way to lllcorpOrate writing into a successful liberal arts
program is through a vertical curriculum that builds on other COurses and
creates learning communities and writing opportunities throuO'hout the student's college years. This may sound obvious to many, but it is ~ot the model
adopted by most liberal arts colleges. To some it may sound like another
excuse to avoid teaching "the basics" in favor of cc content," hut it is not. A
vertical curriculum cannot shirk skills instruction; howeveL it cannot limit
its focus to skills or free-standing classes either. The vertical curriculum for
the liberal arts college will probably include traditional writinrr-intensive
courses: but it should also include three distiI\,ouishing features: the creation
of learmng communities by linking writing courses with other courses at the
lower level; the development of courses in which students write and theorize about writing and language in specific contexts at the intermediate level.
and the continued existence of creative, nonfiction, and theoretical writin~
courses at th~ .upper l~vel along with research-intensive writing COurses and
extended WrItlng proJects. Such a curriculum could also end with a senior
portfolio in which students explore their own process of brrrowth and development as writers, thinkers, and knowers. Variations on this vertical cur-
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riculum, although most easily developed within the liberal arts context, can
nonetheless also form a basis for context-specific vertical curricula in other
academic settings, allowing those the liberal arts borrowed from to borrow
back, if they can find ways to address the prohibitive staffing needs.

A VERTICAL CURRICULUM
FOR A LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE

If a vertical curriculum is to begin with an introductory course, the content
of that course needs to be designed so that it encourages students to think
about the role of language in their lives and sense of selves. One way to do
this is by developing the course as part of a learning community. In the
learning community model, students in the writing class are concurrently
enrolled in other classes, in this case multisectioned survey courses. This
model is not that of linked courses where the writing course becoInes the
handmaiden of the "content" course. A learning community provokes discourse and encourages students to make connections and explore alternative
methods of approaching similar siruations and questions. In other words,
the connection is on an intellectual level more than a C'skill" level-if one can
usefully make such a distinction. This is the "concentration on integration
of learning" emphasized by the AAC&U (Schneider and Shoenberg 7).
The concept of learning communities is now in its second decade and
takes many forms, but central to all is the establishment of connections
across disciplinary boundaries, often with the writing class playing a central
role. As David Russell observes, students arriving in college are "poised
between the discourses of their networks of home, peer group, and mass
media and the specialized discourses and activiry systems of disciplines and
professions" (279). The learning communiry is uniquely qualified to help
those srudents negotiate such discourses in a way that allows them to develop a voice appropriate for each, but not conscribed by any. Connecting
courses from different disciplines with and through writing courses prOVIdes
students with a space to rehearse these discourses. In such situations as Tim
McLaughlin has pointed out, the writing teachers are often th~ "creators of
connective tissue between courses" (7). Terry Myers Zawacki and Ashley
Taliaferro Williams describe this as being the case at George Mason
U niversiry. In what is probably its best-known form, a learning community
curriculum links courses around a common theme and includes a common
cohort of students, sometimes connecting the experience through common
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residential clusters as well. The program is frequently connected to general
education or a "first-year experience" and can be fully integrated as in the
program Zawacki and Williams describe at New Century College, or the
product of individual faculty collaborations as is more common. Some programs have been inspired by and modeled on that in the state of Washington,
described by Gerald Graff and by Faith Gabelnick et aI., whereas other programs have developed independently.
I believe that the form is less important than the intent: to provide students with the opportunity to use writing to create connections, make meaning, and develop a discourse that allows them to act on information across
traditional curricular boundaries; as Ken Bruffee puts it "to join the ono-oing conversation of ideas" (635). Simultaneous enrollment in specific co;ses does not have to be controlled, but can occur namrally, allowing a more
spontaneous web of connections to develop and forcing the students to form
their own commu.nities within the structure provided. A less formal structure allows more freedom for instructors and less administrative controL
Offering several sections of writing at the same time, but at different times
than a large survey course, provides the flexibility to ensure a spread of students in different connected courses in each section.
In a less formal model, the connection between the classes can be made
through the material the students read and!or discuss in those classes rather
than by a shared common theme, calling on survey courses to chano-e pedagogical strategies but not content. In one example, in the writing ~lass the
students read The New York Times andlor other daily or weekly newspapers or news magazines. They may be assigned to watch specific news shows
or documentaries as well. The students write about selected topics of interest to them from this media, using summary, synthesis, and comparison to
make sense of what they read; argument, analysis, and definition to respond.
They explore the ways different media cover-or fail to cover-their selected topic, and they learn to identify the audience imagined by each media
form and the way that shapes the presentation of the story. In this way they
are learning how language acts on us and how we can decode it and make
connections and assertions supported by what we read. This media focusnot a cultural studies media critique, hut a real engagement with the delivery of news in text and image-also begins to fulfill the college mission of
global and national education and helps students gain a deeper background
knowledge that will help them engage with material in other classes.
Students who enter college with less of this essential global and national
background knowledge acquire it during the composition course along with
the increased literacy skills they need to explore this knowledge, achieving
one more step toward the level-playing field we dream of for our students.
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In an integrated curriculum it is not enough for students to learn these
!hiners in a discrete writing course. They need to also learn to make ~onnec
tion: ~d meaning within a liberal arts framework, and here is where the
learning communities come in. At the same time they learn about the larger
world and the ways they relate to it in the writing class, students are also
learnina to view the world through the lens of specific academic disciplines
and dis~iplinary knowledge bases in their survey courses. The goal of this
curriculum is to create a context in which what they are learning in those
courses becomes relevant in the composition class as a tool for deeper understanding of the world around them through specific local, national, and
international news items. They need to learn to make connections between
bodies of knowledge by drawing on what they have learned in those surveys
to help them understand events reported in the news. Whether they use
material from an economics class to help them understand the rise in oil
prices, a sociology class to problematize stories about welfare reform, a psychology class to explore the attraction of reality television, or a biology class
to hel~ them understand epidemics, the challenge for students is to find those
connections and apply their knowledge. There are some obvious connections of course, but there are less obvious connections as well, and the challenge for the student is to find them. Returning to the media with deeper
knowledge, perhaps also gained through research, the students can explore
what is being explained and what is not, what kinds of knowledge-base consumers of different media are expected to possess, and what this reveals. And
this exploration occurs in writing, making writing the locus of understandinao and the vehicle throuah
which that understanding is communicated.
0
Of course, the writing, reading, and thinking skills gained in the writing
course will also be relevant to the survey and other courses in which students are enrolled. This is especially the case if the instructors of those
courses also assign papers throughout the semester, and even more so if they
also encourao-e students to make connections with current affairs and the
larger world ~utside of the textbook and lecture. In such cases, if the writing course ends with a final portfolio, the students can trace their own intellectual and literacy development through these connections and explore the
implications of informed writing in addition to proficient writing. Course
outcomes can he assessed based on these same criteria. Electronic portfolios
can help students collect, select, and reflect upon their work and also showcase these outcomes more broadly (see Cambridge et al.; Takayoshi; Wall
and Peltier; Yancey 1996a, 1996b).
There are other ways to foster this kind of connected learning, of course.
Some instructors may prefer a more traditional collection of essays in place
of news media, but still make connections with other c~:)Urses. It is also pos-
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sible -to use fiction, poetry, or drama to achieve the goals of a connected
learning class as long as they are set into dialogue with other courses in ways
that allow students to create meaningful connections and participate in a
larger learning community...Others may prefer to link the writing course
with external "communities" rather than more traditional academic communities. For example, they may focus on political rhetoric, perhaps evaluating
rhetorical strategies in election campaigns through text, speech, television
commercials, websites, and other electronic sources. I would argue against
any form of service learning in the first writing course, however, as engagement with difference is much more complex a process than engagement with
diHerent information and I believe there is too great a risk of doing harm if
students are not fully prepared for community-based projects. Communitybased service learning is most appropriate at the intermediate or advanced
level as a capstone in which students can share what they have learned about
writing rather than at the introductory-level where they are a place for students to learn more basic skills, sometimes at the expense of the community.
Whatever the specific reading focus of the first writing class, students in
such a class should not be expected to experience the kinds of radical ideological transformations some composition teachers speak of. The course is
about learning to use writing to explore the workings of language, but it is
the first course, not the last. As Rebecca Moore Howard has argued, in the
vertical curriculum the first year writing course does not have to cc do everything"; like any other introductory courses, it simply introduces (xiii). It
simply raises questions and suggests ways to go about exploring possible
responses. Whether those questions are centered on the media, the ways different disciplines construct themselves and explore similar topics through
language, or the democratic force of public or political debate, the crucial
factor is that written texts are presented as constituted and constitutivethey are created by subjects and act on subjects and the task of the writer is
to try to be aware of this process and his or her role in reproducing value.
Such an understanding is essential to the liberal arts mission, or what
Schneider and Shoenberg describe as its "purposes" (1), which include
developing "ways of approaching knowledge that expand imaginative horizons, develop intellectual powers and judgment, and instill in students the
capacity and resolve to exercise leadership and responsibility in multiple
spheres of life, both societal and vocational" (4).
Once a base has been created in this way, more advanced writing courses can build on both the literacy skills and the critical and creative thinking
skills it has introduced. Such courses can be offered by writing faculty as
intermediate-level writing courses or within a variety of disciplines as an
introduction to disciplinary discourse communities. Ideally, both options
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would be available and there would be broad agreement about the objectives
of such courses and their relationship to the rest of the curriculum. One feature of such courses should be that students expand their literacy skills while
also continuing to theorize writing and understand the role of writing in the
construction of knowledge, academic disciplines, communities, themselves
and others. Discipline-specific courses can achieve this as students explore
the discourse of major journals in the field, and understand and analyze the
expectations of the lab report, ethnography, field notes, or literary criticism.
Intra-departmental courses could invite students to analyze the discourse of
their own disciplines or explore other constitutive texts such as legal documents or contracts. They might teach theories of discourse analysis or linguistics, focus on lexicography, or even explore theories of language acquisition. An intermediate course could also focus on visual literacy or electronic literacy, teaching students to analyze and produce such textual forms
while increasing their overall literacy and language fluency and appreciation.
By listing these options as appropriate for a liberal arts college writing
program I am not in any way suggesting that such courses are not appropriate for any other location or context, nor that these are the only or even the
best options for a liberal arts college; rather, I offer them as examples of how
we might tailor an intentional, vertical writing curriculum tied to the mission of the liberal arts college. Whatever their content and focus, intermediate courses should consciously build on the sense of learning community
and global and local connections the students explored in the introductory
course. Students should see how they are expanding the skills they learned
earlier and the attitudes expected of them should be articulated and
explored. Assignments in such courses could build on notions such as social
justice, democracy, or global awareness introduced in the introductory
course while at the same time deepening or complicating those issues and
encouraging students to embrace the ambiguity and contradiction at the
heart of the intellectual endeavor.
Many colleges already include upper-level courses that require more
sophisticated writing skills than those taught in the introductory course, but
without these essential intermediate courses we often find that our students
have made little progress with their writing and some seem to have regressed
by the senior year. By repeating, deepening, and expanding notions of literacy and literacy skills, intermediate-level courses such as those described
here do more than simply prepare students for upper-level courses. They
help to develop habits of mind that will last beyond college, making the
kinds of connections that our mission statements claim even as we may fail
to see where they are specifically demonstrated in our curriculum.
Intermediate-level courses in a clearly articulated vertical curriculum send
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important messages about advanced literacy: writing occurs in communities;
writing is an essential part of the educational process at all levels; writing,
reading, and creative and critical thinking occur and develop simultaneously;

essary for the production of an electronic portfolio or informational website;
or the understanding of literacy, context, difference, and interpersonal skills
necessary for productive community engagement. However, such skills can

we acquire and strengtllen literacy skills by practicing and by building on

also be learned within the upper-level course while students build on other

what we already know; and literacy acquisition is a life-long process. There
are no doubt many others that can be specifically articulated or discovered
by the students and teachers. Strong arguments in favor of the vertical writing curriculum as a way to teach writing have already been made (for exam-

introductory- and intermediate-level skills and literacy practices.
Some students may elect to take more traditional advanced writing
courses or even courses designed to help them write in specific professions,

ple, by Shamoon, Howard, Jamieson, and Schwegler; Crowley; and
Gallagher), and the challenge for the liberal arts college faculty is to explore

common is that they require advanced literacy skills and a sophisticated
understanding of audience and purpose, and the kinds of strategies one
might adopt to create successful texts. These should be the outcomes of any
vertical writing curriculum and can be measured much more reliably in the

ways to make such a vertical curriculum relevant to the local context of the

liberal arts college.
Faculty from other types of colleges have developed, or should develop,
a different version of a vertical curriculum, perhaps focusing more on professional writing, business writing, or academic writing, or building more
service or internship opportunities at the intermediate level. Colleges whose
missions emphasize the creative, the visual, or the technical might adopt electronic portfolios to help srudents make connections. Others might continue
the focus on skills building, print media, or visual literacy. Once we focus
our attention on the needs and expectations of our students within the larger institutional context we begin to see composition instruction as both local
and integrated into the entire educational experience. What is found to be

effective pedagogy and practice in one location will probably work in another, but the curriculum of one school may not also serve the broader goals of

a different kind of college. Students planning to enter the local economy and
continue to live close to the college they attend have different literacy and
interpretive needs than those intending to enter the global economy, and this
context should shape the emphases of the vertical writing curriculum.
Wherever such a curriculum is developed, once a vertical course struc-

or they might simply write term papers. What these experiences have in

senior year than at the end of FYC. If they are incorporated into and reflective of the mission of the liberal arts college, the upper-level writing projects
should also provide faculty (and administrators) with a means to evaluate
the outcomes of the whole liberal arts education in its specific contexts, perhaps allowing them to more clearly articulate their mission statements and
educational expectations.
The point I am making here is that the writing curriculum needs to be

locally grounded and designed rather than a copy of a generic curriculum
from a large research university-or any other kind of college whose mIS-

sion, expectations, and ideology differ from the college in question. As traditional rhetoric teaches us, we write for specific audiences in specific contexts at specific moments in time. Students can only really internalize this
fact if they are encouraged to do the same thing by their writing courses as
well as by their assignments. If we adopt a one-size-fits-all or a one-stylesuits-all model of writing instnIction or program design we undermine

claims about the significance of context and should not be surprised that our
courses do not seem relevant and engaging to all students or intellectually

ture is in place, upper-level courses do not need to build specifically on the

centered in the college. On the other hand, writing curricula that are locally

content or intellectual investigation of intermediate-level courses because

and contextually specific and designed in dialogue with the mission of the
college can place writing back at the center of higher education. Liberal arts
colleges need to focus more on their ideological context than their geograph-

they will be drawing on skills and attitudes instead. Such courses may be as
diverse as research-based courses, community-based or service-learning
courses, internship-based courses, capstone courses, or senior seminars. All

require writing of a depth and breadth that cannot be achieved by FYC alone.
Upper-level writers may produce honors theses or other extended writing

ical context, developing syllabi and curricula that help achieve the stated and
implied goals of a liberal arts education. A curriculum that helps students
"acquire intellectual skills/capacities, . . . understand multiple modes of

projects, or they may develop senior portfolios. They may also produce less

inquiry and approaches to knowledge, ... develop societal, civic, and glob-

traditional electronic documents incorporating visual and technicalliteracies
along with writing skills. Intermediate-level courses may teach them the basic

al knowledge, . . . [and] gain self-knowledge and grounded values'
(Schneider and Shoenberg 5-7) will locate writing instruction in a place

skills they need for these endeavors, whether those skills are the sophisticat-

where it can playa fundamental role in producing the kinds of graduates liberal arts colleges value and their college literature promises.

ed research skills necessary for an honors thesis; the electronic literacy nec-
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While at first it could seem as if I am saying that students at non-liberal
arts schools should receive a lesser education, I am not in fact saying that at
all. Ultimately, advanced literacy requires a sophisticated understanding of

audience, context, and content; critical thinking skills; linguistic flexibility;
organization and purpose; and sudace-Ievel correctness. Any college that
advertises literate graduates needs to be able to deliver these skills. My concern is that we learn to do it in a way that is integrated with their whole education rather than separated from it. Writing is the core of any education, not
just a liberal arts education, but by imagining how it might be integrated into

a liberal arts curriculum it is my hope that we can begin the translation
process to other kinds of institutions.
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